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PREFACE

This Working Paper grows out of two ,years' research. by Dr: Rita Jacobs,'

Undertaken with the aid ofThe Rockefeller Foundation, on the relationship

of the humanist to the surrounding society and the ways in which humanists

can be 'of service outside the traditional university environment. Work on

this topic was stimulated by the employment crisis which struck the academic

world in the early 1970's, but ultimately Di-. Jacobs' work may have brqader

importance. Scholars.in the twentieth century have periodically tried to

justify to the public the methods and functions of the humanities. The cur-

rent job shortage of teaching positions may be a rich opportunity to come to

terms with what humanistic training is and to describe more forcefully the

dimensions that the humanities can contribute to human awareness.

In May and October of l974, two conferences were held at The Rockefeller
,

Foundation on. the issues raised by the fact that for several years substantial

numbers of new Ph.D. graduates in humanities fields had been unable to .obtain

college and university teaching positions. Representatives of disciplinary

associations and ottler scholars met to consider causative factors and possible

courses of action. Though no imm it diate, wholesale solution was expected, many

indiyidual projects were encouraged by these discussions which .eventually will

have some impact on the situation as a whole(

The humanities are not divorced from the concerns of everyday human life.

In addition to the body of information mastered, the graduate student in a

humanities program learns useful and identifiable skills which can be trans-

ferred to other.kinds of intellectual and professional activity. It is large-
.

ly circumstantial that humanists in this.country have, traditionally sought to

followfin the footsteps of their professors instead of gravitating also toward
i

positions in business, public service,' and the professions-, In delineating

the skills, taught and learned inhumanities programs and their potential ap-.e
r -

plication to nonacademic _work, Dr. Jabs has.pointed out new ways in which

humanists can use what th'ey 'know for fthe benefit of our society.

September 1977

4

D. Lydia Bronte
AsSociate Director
for the HUmanitiess
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IntroductiOn: Graduate Education in'the Humanities and Vocationalism

Graduate students in the humaeitieS have traditionally been educated

in the methodology'of research, requfred to prepare a hefty' dissertation

which makes an original contribution to knowledge, granted the Ph.D. degree,

and sent forth to teach on the college or university level.' .This paradigm

or humanities graduate' educatiOn has undeegone no marked change in the past',

one hundred years. Research

but the bedrock pattern was

Although inner turmoil

methods have clienged and styles 'come and go,
/.

established, consecrated, and ever after revered
1#

and self-scrutiny have long existed within the

university, massive or.radical change only occurs when an itioltitution's in-
.*

termittent, meandering self-rfticism is focused or corrobch.ated by real,

extra-institutional considerations. Today these exist for graduate programs

in the form of the.marketplace issue - supply and demand.

lemma is comparable to that of a manufacturer who, finding his

no longer, selling, is faced with-an either/or decision: +stop

production or improve and chaige the product. For hymanist scholars this

example is too simplistic, but it bears.examining in light of the current

academic market. The production of Ph.D.'s in the United States has pro-

gressed at an extraordinary rate. From 1861 to 1970, American universities .

granted more than half` a million doctoral degrees. Half of these were

'.awarded in the last nine years of that perkod. In 1975 alone 32,913 Ph.D.'s.,

..were granted and 5;046 of the degrees were in the Arts and Humanities Aa

more detailed discussion of

timistic predictions about4f

atistical information follow). The most op-

ure academic emploYment off, Ph.D.'s in the.hu-
.

manities indicate that one inthree will obtain teaching jobs; the most pes-
,

siNistic figures indicate that one in ten wj.11 be fortunate enough to

achieve the traditional goal.

Since traditionally, the only vocational -future for these PhD.'jias

been in teaching and scholarly research, and since the job crisis is of

relatively recent origin (or at least the impact has only'recently been

noted), gr,duate schools are now faced with two alternatives:

cutting back the number of Ph.D.'s drdstically te)
accommodate production to demand; or

1
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2. reenvisfon ng the vocational gOals of graduate
humanitie educatiton.'

Cutting Backs.

At most of /the majo graduate institutions in ,the country cuVrackS in
u.N

humanities graduate /admissions have been initiated. As a further conceb-1

sion )to the res5litieSeof the marketplace, entering .duate students are al-

, s,JinorMed that thei1475;

fkl

Of finding an aca4mic job, even with a

degree from a

into accoun

many humeiniti

Also to b

prestigious iversity, Are dip- Even taking these measures

there is still the likelihood that,we will be producing too

.Ph.pe's for the existing job market.;

consideied is the risk that cutting back weimpair the

future of the humanities. Cutting back9 h nities- admissions at the
/ .....

graduate lev71 means that fewer ergraduates will see a concentration in

the humanitied7s a viable choice for future employment. Humanities enroll-

ments are dowacrciss thecountry already as the push for career - oriented

courses grOws.: Additional broad.cutbdcks may point to the future of thehu-

manit1 ies: a,mpndarin,cultlire, available and attractive only to a'small num-
,

ber of people. Who can afford, financially or emotionealy,,to ignore voca-
.

tional prospect? This means that the_b t students, the most alive, c14- .
_

ative, and fertile einds,.1.ii11 not neces-arily opt for the humanities.- Cut-
f

tinirback is a partiaremedy,'but.by no means a solution.
' \ J

ReenviAioning the Humanities

If we oUt 'back tom lintaih a tradition, that ouis Kajf has caricatured
. ..-

- .
?-, -

as "tr ining people lik hemselves to train peop e like themselves,
"1

grad
w 4

uate pr grams will
.

larl "strongly on the side of advancing, the state of learn-

ing, but it will be a very' particular and mandarin kind of learning. Rather
......- C.'/

than serving the root of education-- to lead outi- such a movement

in the humanities would lea back to a prior
, ,ip

sixty waste, sanctuary for people who believed
P

edge's sake. This time has passed, a change

versitY istnoy an integral part of society.

time, a time where the univer-

in knowledge only forlithowl-

hat taken place, arYthel.uni-

In reevaluating the state of

the humanities and of education, Steven Marcus, the planning direcir for

2



the National Humanities,Center, makes a trenchant comment on the nature of

this ;change:,

The university and higher educaticln as. a whole have become aux-
iliary institutions of production. However, the humanities
normally do not produce exchange values or cokaodities, nor do
they produce human beirigs,to produce them in turn., What they
actually go in terms of this newly.e egging Context' of the uni-
versity all part,of the system of pr duction As precisely a
project upon, whi,ch self-clarifica on and working through are
required.'d

It is important here ito note that the urge toward a reexamination of

-th; function of the huthanities cannot be undertaken as a massive attempt

1r either to'politicize or categorize the human spirit. O. B. Hardison rns,

eloquently, that any attempt to do so denies "the basic values of humanistic

experience - the free'play of the mind and its corollary, an expanded sense

of the self and its relation.to the world. 113

There is no doubt that advancing 'the state of learning\is a necessary
I

function of the university and that this function requires the/production

of scholats It is also tr e that.teaCAing and research scholars hime been

well served byour humanitiep aduate,programs. The problem now .s how to

allow that humanistic mincl free A.ay/in the functioning world, to contribute

to the state of cultu e = to the furictioning of society. Are the great

traditions ofjiters, and history andlthilosophy only to by followed in

the university? Can p iaons trained in these traditional fields fune-t4;

outside of the facade In what way? ,To what end?

Let us_assume we\ead Macbeth because the experience is inherently'

worthwhile, and not, as Hardison cautions us, "to learn about the evils of
4 4

ambition and hen become a better committeeman or a less pushy second vice

president." -.But as we consider the motivation of Shakespeare's fictional

characters, do we not also assess ourselves in the light of the author's

vision? Isn't it necessary to incorporate into our history lessons, philos-

ophy lessons, literature lessons, the pragmatic human element along with the

aesthetic appreciation of structures and patterns? And what if these les- `

sons become useful in a "vocational" 'sense - are the humanities any the less

for it'?

I)
3
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If the humanities are to survive in this country, indeed if the country

is going to survive, the employment of humanists outside of the academy is

essential. It should nuodeem as a stopgali measure until the university

positions are once-more available. This means that the concept of humanities

education needs redefinition.

Because even a definition of the humanities is difficult (there are

many fields and many points of view), redefinition is a problemAof monumen-

tal proportions, one that will not be solved in a single experiment or by a

single voice proposing answers. But thete is apparent agreement on a new,

productive focus for the humanities, one which combines gnosis with praxis -

a move toward the once and future ideal ofilthe humanities: the reintegra-

tion of action with contemplation.
I \

There are problems to be sure! Humanities disciplines have been seen

as thought, not as action, dispiplines. Can we change curricula an4 gar),

retain the integrity of the humanities? Can we avoid rendering the dliti

plJ,nes vocational in the frightening and liMiting square-peg, square-hole

sense of the, word?

In one(sense humanities training at the Ph.D. level has always been

vocational - the vocation being research and teaching.' Recently much ink ,

has been expended on how little attention has been paid in graduate schOols

to the day-to-day work of the humanist - teaching - and movements are afoot

to remedy'this. These changes have already been accomplished in medical

schools around the country: medical educators, in reviewing their concerns

and constituencies, found that not enough attention was paid to the clinical

aspects of,medicine. If this line of thinking is followed, and if humani-

ties graduate programs are really to be conperned with the future of gradu-

ates in nonacademic careers (a matter of their own future existence as well),

then a ILeasonable demonstration of alternative careers would mean that hu-

manit programs could become involved with restructuring griaduate training.

Attention would be paid to weparing certain students to teach; others could

be prepared to function on industrial-research teams, in corporate responsi-

bility and planning departments, in public policy areas, in health-care de-

livery services, etc. It is with these questiolis that we have to grapple

when it comes to reenvisioning a future for the humanities.

10
,



The purpose of this working paper-in to net forth sore thoughtn on

the relationship or the humanitieS to nonacademic endeavor.; inyarticular

fOcusing on the possible future functions of trained humanists.

r

a

Notes

1Louii Kampf, "The Humanities and Inhumanities," The Nation
-

(September SO, 1968), P. 310.

2Steven Marcus, The Demoralized Humanists," The Chronicle of
Higher Education (October 28, 1975), p. 24.

30: B., Hardison, Toward Freedom and Dignity:, The Humanities.
and the Idea of Humanity (Baltimore, 1972), p. 26.

4
Hardison, p. 17.
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What the N4mbers Say

'114 very notion of a notzacademit practice of history,
Philosophy, or hu9ane letters has nearly vanished -

whether in statS9raft, serious publishing criticism,
the pastoratelr There is no. humanistic attempt to im-
wprove the public tone. History and philosophy do not
exist except as school subjects: there are certainly
no paying jobs.

GoodMan, Community ofSchofare

In 1966, Allan Cartter published an article, "The Supply and Demand

College Teachers,"1 which surveyed the academic job market in all fields.

Ss in stating that althOilAti.there was a4onseniui

rs that "persons-trained at the doctoral level are in

Cartter wasted his w

among oth forecast

increasi pply," hisown projections pointed to thA fact-that

the seller's market in academic personnel was likely to disappear in -the

coming decade.

ly short

John K. Folger,
2
writing in the same journal the following spring, also

recognized that there was ap.oversupply problem for Ph.D.'s. But he'concen-
.

trated on the lack of research jobs for Ph.D.'s and suggested that a solu-

tion may lie in produci doctorates who are "oriented toward teaching or

prSfesaional service." e.of his alternative solutions was to let the mar-

ket work it out: "If mor graduates are produced than Are needed for re-

- search Jae, this will-giv greater selectivity to amployers;the remainder

who don'i get research job will find other jobs (unemployed s are not

going to exist, in any event)."3

The thrust of Fblger's remarks pointed to scrie

(

sumptions abolit graduate education:

long-held general as-

1. That even with contracting needs and space for re-
searchers, teachers, especially well-trained teachers, would
always be needed.

. , 2. That the imperatives of the marketplace, which af-
fect4employers and students, should not concern the graduate
educational system, which merely proVides a training ground'
from which the best emerge with jobs.

A,
But today, only ten years later, teaching jobs dwindled to the

point where the Bureau'of Labor, Statistics estimates that between 1972 and

f
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What the Numbers Say

very notion of a nolkacademrc practice Of history,
Philosophy, or huirne letters has nearly vanished -

whether in statdopraft, serious publishing criticism,
the pastorateir There is no.humanistic attempt to im-
Aprove the public tone. History and philosophy do not
exist except as school subjects: there are certainly
no paying jobs.

.Paul Goodman, Community of.Scholars

In 1966, Allan Cartter published an article, "The Supply and Demand

for College Teachers, which surveyed the academic job market in all fields.

Cartter wasted hie w as in stating that although.there was Nponseneus

among oth forecast rs that "persdns-trained at the doctoral level are in

increasi ly short pply," his'own projections pointed to tha fact-that

seller's market in academic personnel was likely to disappear in ..the

coming decade.

John K. Folger,
2
writing in the same journal the following spring, also

recognized that there was ap.oversupply problem for Ph.D.'s. But he'concen-

trAted on the lack Of research jobs for Ph.D.'s and suggested that a solu-

tion may lie in produci doctorates who are "oriented toward teaching or

prSfesaional service." e.of his alternative solutions was to let the mar-

'ket work it out: "If mor graduates are produced than are needed for re-

eearch Jae, this will -giv greater selectivity to employers;'the remainder

who don'i get research job will find other jobs (unemployed s are not

going to exist, in any event)."3

The thrust of Folger's remarks pointed to sortie long-held general as-
,

sumptions about graduate education:

1. That even with contracting needs and space for re-
searchers, teachers, especially well-trained teachers, would
alwayi be needed.

. . 2. That the imperatives of the marketplace, which af-
fect4employers and students, should not concern the graduate
educational system, which merely proVides a training ground'
from which the best emerge with jobs. 1
But today, only ten years later, teaching jobs ha:" dwindled to the

point where the Bureau of Labor,Statistics estimates that between 1972 and
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-1985 563,000 ne Th D fs will be available. for 187,000 new jobs. If all

_Isietis:faced t
41,
.a.,== oversupply, this would mean three persons,for every

'1°1): r$31t1tAs cle414that the oversupply of Ph.D.'s has greater impact in

scS'fields than, ott614s:, k,

pidic.
, t

ed ratioat :1 atio of JOb seekers to jobs increases dramatically
in

thooe
fielde where teaching is the traditional and major source of employ-

.-
113*.-qt in the past few years,,humanities departments across the country have
beft mown to eceive'three /nAndred,five hundred, up to one thousand letters
,02 aiio

c n for one advertised position.

According to the most recent published statistics (in the summary re-
?c,,t, doctor

ate recipients from United States,universities in 1975), the

114ekizoment statistics for humanities Ph.D.'s are disheartening, to say the
least. 6

History 38.8 percent unemployed,
English and American Literature 38.7 percent unemployed
Foreign Language and.Litrature 41.5 percent unempl yed

Other Arts and Humanities (in -

R
4.

clua=ng Art History, Philosophy,
Lingurstics) 29.1 per:cent unemploy d

All Arts and Humanities fields 36.1 percent unemploy d

1968,, percent of tl?p Ph.D.'s English were unemploye . This

was orlsidered Unfortunate and somewhat disturbing, but ,the statis ic caused
no grit activity on the Part of graduateinstitutions,or professional or-
garis' .0 s I,.zilt,,/_n. _..t was not until 1970-197i that four of the major professional

48sPia.4ons for,
humanists - the MOdern Language Association (MLA); the

-Anleican HistOrinal Associatio4 (ARA), the American Philosophice Associa-
tip, .nA) Jav;.4

,,,k (pi.r.r-" --,4 the American Studies Association,(ASA) - began to show con-

ce1-1.1 about the
Mounting numbers of unemployed Ph.D.'s. Their Concern emerged

an
tlle reorgani zation of J9.1)-Placement activities. Up until that time each

oro... j
.c6-1141

Oa.I.tOn
had

hered vitae of potential job candidates and made these

Table le to.cle

."-1

p,rtnWnW.,ehfialspersonS or.search committees;
,. . . .

BY 197" theciverlihelming nunben.7oflob seekers had made this process
. .

of
VIt'se impossible.` ti4"pecIple had neither the time nor energy

to Sift through Is t 'bpiles-of;gYitalt'aPpea-ed o be easier to listspecifid



openings and then ask qualified candidates to apply. Tn the past five years

the organizations have been mailing. out lists of, positions to prospective

candidates. As previOusly mentioned, if is now not unusual for a Chairper-

son who advertises one position to receive up to and over five hundred let-

ters of application for that position. The predictions of the mid-sixties

had little effect in making tangible the job crisis; the problem of coping

with the Multitude of applications for each opening brought the crisis right

-into each departmental office. Even those departments that had succeeded
o

in placing graduate students in jobs in the past were illOW confrontel with

the problem of'placing people in second jobs.

For the job candidates the crisis was equally if not more demoralizing.

One could compose and send out one hundred letters and receive the same num-

ber of negative replies. Eyen the traditional old boy network, through which

a professor would make contacts for a promising graduate student, was no

longer effedtive. There are just not enough jobs and too many qualified

professionals. And the data now being gathered suggests that, at least un-

til 1985, the situation will get worse.

At approximately the same time thaj the professional associations began

to respond to the buyers market in academia by publishing job listings, 'they,

also began to look at the long-range problems of a coritracting market.

The realization that Cartter's predictions were not only coming true,

but coming true on schedule brought about two vastly different suggestions

of modus operandi for the future:

1. The cutback philosophy - cutback graduate enrollment and
begin to weed out the less successful graduate programs', thereby
producing fewer and fewer Ph.D.'s.

2. The alternative-careers philosophy - investigate the pos;--
sibility of alternative careers for the Ph.D.'s we are already
producing and while not expanding programs, maintain them in good
faith with the prospect of alternative modes of employment for
graduates.

There, are, of course, multitudinous problems associated with either

of these tacks and the two approaches are'certainly not mutually exclusive.

Intact the two may have to be combined:

The national need for traditional Ph.D. pr8grams in all fields
will, of course, continue but not for the number of programs

14
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that currently existi What will be needed are expanded oppor-
tunities for "non-t aditional" forms of graduate education,
'serving "non-tradi ional" graduate students. During the next

decade, graduate ducation must make the transition from a
system that has ,ended to follow a single model of advanced
education to the increasing diversity required by changing
demographic, economic, and soC,ial circumstances.4

Humanities departments in institutions around.the country,have
,J

limited the number of graduate students.. admitted to Ph.D. programs, and

there have been' moves to evaluate, and po6sibly 'eliminate', certain Ph.D. pro-

grams (New York State has been actively' engaged in a,doctoral evaluation

study). But even with, these cutback efforts, the National Board on Graduate

Education and other'observers of.zraduate education stress that cutbacks

alone wrn'not solve the.problems confronting graduate education today.

Therefore, the professional. organizations and others (faculty, graduate'

students, private foundations) have begun to investigate in earnest the prOs-

pect Of alternative.careers for. professional hunianists. The MLA since 1973,

/the AHA since 1971, the APA since 1975, and the ASA since,1973, have incor-

porated into their professional meetings" sessions on alternative careers.

Ph.b.'s now working in nonacademic fields have beefi brought in to present

. their experiences and ideas. 4

Cartter's original statistics,_ which he followed up and expanded in his-

recent Carnegie Commission study, Ph.D.'s and'the Academic Labor Market

(1976), were on target' (see chart on page 10)5 Unemployment among Ph.D.'s

lin the humanities is. on the rise and there is no clear or easy solution in

sight.

Notes
6

1Allan 'Cartter',' 'The Supply-and Dema!nd for College Teachere," Journal

of Human Resources, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Summer,. 1966), pp. 22-38.

2John K. Folger, "The.Balance Between Supply and Demand for College
Graduates," Jouimal of Human Resources, Vol. II, No. 2 (Spring, 1967),

pp. 143-169.

ti

3Folger, p. 168.



National Board On'traduate Education, Outlook
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'Stereotypes: The Abserit4linded Professor Meets the Robber Baron

The images that flicker. on our mental screens when the term "huEinist"

is mentioned are fashioned by 'a combination of historical fact, personal

educational experience% and literary or media manipulat'op. Humanities

Ph.D.'s have lOng been associated with impracticality, rayed, chalk-coated -

. .

tweed. jackets dusty with pipe ashes, and distfacted but erudite mutterings.
- ,

The professibnal humanist is seen as being removed from the economic order
. 4

of things and
4

dedicatedomainly to so- called "higher orders of concern":
P ,

the meaning of human existence for the philosopher, the modes of human ex-.

pressioli for the language or literature scholar, and the pattern of huitb.:n

events.for the hfstorian. Public stereotyping of the humanist finds its

parallel T;rithin the,university itself., Charles Frankel tells us that:

' i

The dominant self image within the, humanities .camp is.still
:that of the underpaid scholar who is pondescended to by a
materialistic society, put off in a corner ,of the university,
and yet' remains'the'only true intellectual afoqt in the world.1

. ..
I

Both public. and self-definitions tell us how dependent the humanist actually
4

is upon-the external, nonacademic world. In self.raggrandizement we find the

.3e.st refuge of the professiona/lwho is viewed as impractical or, even worse

in America, economically unproductiVe. It is in part because of this ex
.

'' .clusion from the economic sector that the humanist is forced, to preserve as

his or her,sole dignity the distinction bf being intellectualrenying that ..\

11111 ievement to the economically succesSful.
,

Ffankel's key phrases are\"underpaid scholar,". "materialistic society,"

and "true intellectual"; phrases,which describe the crucial and stark di-
.

chotomy drawn, in our society, between the econOthic and the intellectual.

This gives rise to,a stkrebtyping of the-business realm that is as simplis-

tic and as damaging as that which describes the intellectual.

To observers of American culture the tensions between material getting
.

and spending and the intellectual concerns, of the humanities are traceable

to the origins of our society:
'

So it is that from the beginning we find two main currents in
the American mind running side by side but rarely mingling

11
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a current of Overtones and a current of undertones -,and both
equally unsocial: on the one hand, the transcendental current,
originating in the piety of.the:Puritans, becoming a philosophy
in Jonathan Edwards; passing through Emerson, producing the
fastidious refinemnt and aloofness of the chief American writers,
and resulting in the final unreality of mOpt' contemporary Ameri-
can culture; on the other hand, the current-of catchpenny' oppor-
tunism, originating in the practical shiftd of Piritan life, be-
coming .a philosophy in Franklin, papaing tlitgugh the American
humorists, and resulting in the atmosphere af our. contemporary
'business life.3

Brooks's choice of phrases to describe his currents are even more in-.

teresting today than in 1915. As humanists are finding themselves at the

center of controversies about graduate education and its practical uses,

the hostility between transcendentalists (aloof,.ftstidious, unreal) and

catchpenny opportunists (practical, humorouso, bus4 inessroriented) becomes'

more overt.

In the past, the student who chose to do graduate work in the humanities

had one acceptable goal: to become a college professor. Now that there are

too many Ph.D.'s in the humanities for a shrinking number of college teach-

ing positions, that long-adhered-to single goal needs reexamining.

Questions about what is graduate work, training, Or education and what

are the results of this work - proficiency in methOdology of research or

proficiency in modes of inquiry - are raised by the need to consic4r the

marketplace. The spirit of the catchpenny opportunists is making its way

into the ivory tower. If this were a one-way street, we would be in danger

of being forced td narrow our'focus to the potential vocationalization of

the humanities. But the plight of the humanities is matched with a critis

-y in the marketplace. The business sector of society is becoming aware of

their own stake in the culture. As the public demands accountability, credi-

bility, ethics, and public responsibility, the large economic institutions

of our society are searching for ways to become more responsive and respon-

sible to, the society in the short run and to theculture in the long run.

The business involvement with culture no longer stops with money for
q- -

the arts, but is increasing to include a reconsideration of the past and

future role_ of business as an integral, even trend-setting force in the

society. Business, like the university and thelgovernment, is in a broad

12
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sense a cultural institution. Questions of human expression and human need,

cultural identity ana deprivation, the human as well as economio/Tamifica-

tiops of wealth and poverty, the meaning of work, beliavioral,patterns on in-

dividuals and groups, are all considerations that overwhelm the specifids

of particular institutions, and arie instrumental,to the effective operation

of all institutions.'

If we stay with Brooks's currents 8. moment longer we can see ihtit each.

current defines opposing aspects of the human whole: wisdom vs. riches

equals mind' vs. body or, more'abstractly; thought Ira. action. But when ap-

plied to human beings, a separation between transcendentalist and pragmatist

is not a matter of kind, but a question of-the degree to which each person

chooses to emphasize one Or the,other aspect of being.- Even Emrson; Brooks's

standard-bearer for the transcendental strain, noted in 1837 that "the state

of society" suffered gravely from just-such dichotomies:

1
The state of society is'one in which the members haVe suffered
amputation from the trunk and strut about so many walking mon-
sters,- a good finger, a neck, a stomach, an elbow; but never
a man:

Aga to'those who would believe that mind alone could solve the problem

of dismemberment, lie said:

Action is witIY the scholar subordinate, but it is essential.
Without it, he is not yet man. Without it, thought can never
ripen into truth.

Franklin, Brooks's standard-bearer for the catchpenny opportunists,

alohg with his pragmatic exhortations in Poor Richard's Almanac, had a true'

reverenc,e for the,powerls of the mind: "if you will not hear reason, she'll

surely rap your knuckles."

`'Sc _it i Clear that mind and body, wisdom and riches, the visionary

leand the pra tist havp always existed, sometimes in conflict and' sometites.

in compleMent, as two facets of each individual, and, copsequently, of every

societal institution.

,It is with the balancebetween

have, our'.problem. Some have indeed
,,,

Other.' 'dp,ricatures and stereotypes

conflict and aomplementarity that we

forsaken one facet in pursuit of the

arise from a basis of truth: they are

13



created by exaggerating the prominent olara erisltic and letting it std .

for the whole. There are absent-minded professors *ho may,bave trouble with

,ejeveryday life.' And'there,are rapacious landlords who foreclose'mortgages

in spite of future perils that may visit upon Pauline.

Our taskjtoday is not to adhere to stereotypes or to prove them false'..`

It is to,look to the needs of our society to understand how people who dif--

fer instinctually and.by training may contribute to-'a flmture coUrse.w4ch

acknowledges both,the economic and the intellectual needs?f society.`

.10
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Pogiscript: Institutions and qtereotypes In a Post-Industrial Soc

As American instItutionsibecome more specialized, each, becopes a

microcosm of the ociety as a whole and must answer to the.needs-of its in-

dividual constitu nts as well as tethe society.attlarge. A university sees

to the needs of its studepts, professors, staff, and administration, but it

,must also be cognizant .of its role in various other bomi ties: town and

region, the community of scholars, and the field of higher education. Thp

same Is true for a business corporation, a government agency, a hospital,

and db forth.-

As an institution.strives to answer to each of theserbonstituencies,

the separate constituents become, aware of the existence of ()tilers in,cerlof

two ways: as competitor's for the same piece of ple., or as cooirrative ele-

mentsisharing in the. whIle. we persist in stereotyping, we oreate com-'

petitors. If the professor is Seen as living in an ivory tower with the

protection of the institution, and if the institution sees this protection

as its primary responsibility, then the university maybecome a defendant

against the rest of society, protecting its ramparts 2gainst the encroach-

ment of what, in this base, ids seen as the real world: Such action-contri-

buted to the campus revolts of the sixties where tension arose because those

in favor of engaging in'government-supported scientific research (which may

or may not have contributed.to our undeclared war effort) rejected the moral
)

imperatives raised by certain numbersof student's and °titer conKti uents of

the uniVersity, including communitygrouips.

This case exemplarizes the kind of tension which can arise when,the

moral or social considerations of one constituency are not viewed.as perti-

nent to the business at hand.. The same situation bail come up in a business

organization' that' sees its main function as maximizing profits. If the or-
_

ganization does this at the expense of e4plicit moral or social considera-

tions, the backlash may be formidable. The reaction against
/
this business.

4

as-usual mode of operation can be seen in recent ecologically-oriented pro-

., .tests and legislation, and in the kind of investigative actions typified by

the'Nader griups.
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C '-
Society is no longer geared purely toward industrial'efriciency and

..-

hierarchical decisions; priorities ttre questioned closely; recognized an-

stituencies are diffuse and diverse. ' 1/4)
,

;.

r. As we become what Daniel Bell calls a post- industrial' society-, we move
t

away from strict hierarchies
N

toward a more cooperative made. AV as Bell

says, .%\operation between men is, more difficult than the management of
things." The rules and underlying moral concepts of our post-industrial

society are just now being tested. ,Social eruptions Such as campus revolts,
4

anti -pd lution movements, or controversies about nuclear-energy are part of
, .

;the process of testing. We are jUst now muddling throigh the pains of coming

to terms with institutional life in a human dery
t

ce oriented society.
1

Lest this be seen as an abstract, socirogiCal problem, having no real

or lasting consequence, it is wise to look at Peter Drucker's concepts af

the changing nature of the work force, where cooperation between men becomes

the chief objectiireN Dracker sees our future resting with the "knowledge

worker," and the prime question of management will be, in fact already is,.

the qUestion of how to manage this new worker. "The productiVity, indee.dd

the social cohesio , of every developedociety rests increasingly on the

ability to makerowledge work productive and the knowledge worker achieving..

This may be the central social 'problem ofthe new, knowledge s ciety.2
The achievement requirements of the knowledge worker are (1) p oductive

work, (2) feedback information, and (3)continuous,learning. 3

V
The knowledge worker must be aware of the institution as a whale, must

feel a sense ofTersonal motivation in getting work done. Rewirddoesn't

come alone from seeing a finished product (e.g., the perfectly alphabetized

file cabinet), but from recognizing its contribution to the wprk.ofmithe in-
.

stitution as a whole. Therefore, the function of the institutioas'a whole

is important to this new worker. Productivity becomes-More and more depen-

dent on the job being big enough for the spirit, and since mostiolobs do not

meet'this requirement, satisfactikcomrs from understanding and participat-

ing in the institution's role in the society.

Hence the changing nature of institution) in a human sery A oriented

post-industrial sociity raises major questions about the future of work, of

the uses of education, and of anachronistic yet not extinct stereotypes.
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The Useful Humanists: The Past -

....._

There has not been much 'all Until'very recently to detail the kinds/

of nonacademic pursuits sch o Ars in the humanities have followed, but onelf

such document does exist. Irt .1949, Percy tong, then'president of the Modern

\ Language Ase6Ciation, gathered information on the. .different functions per-

formed by members of the Association during World War II.
. ,

.d % A great many humanitiei professors were asked to use their civilian

skills for the war effort. Many of them taught, but the\range of subjects

was unlike that of any college curriculum. The rudiments of language, both

English and modern foreign languages, were part of their nonmilitary duties

and could be transferred to the military teaching environment quite easily.

But the 'simple of nonacademic subjectt is much more linstructive in the search

for alternative applietions of humanists' skills. A part.1s1a1st of hu-

manists' wartime teaching includes:

air-combat intelligence
army organization
communications
company administration
cryptography
geopolitics
international law
labor relations
military correspondence
naval tactics
ordinance
origins of the war
public relations
security
stafr functioning

Nonteaching functions of the Association members cover an even wider

e of functions including:.

editing
personnel
interviewing and classifying
research
relocation directions
public relations
labor disputes arbitration
recruitment



The point being made by Long, end indeed the thrust of any Argument

for the nonacadeoiiic application of humanities skills, is that we need Eo

realize "that the command of the techniques of, research enables scholars to

solve problems in--fields remote from their specialties, that command over

new data is swiftly achieved by those who have the 'know how.' "a In support

of this idea Long culled from illustrative reports. filed by members of the

Association comments about the relationstu of the scholar to the warseffort.
4

One of these comments is particularly enlightening:

The particulax;' advantage of the professional scholar is that
he has, like the lawyer, been trained in the handling of evi-

1,' dence, and, unlike the lawyer, has learned to take into account
human as well as legalistic factors. Thus for a person like
myself who found himself suddenly involved in intelligence work
the step from the library to the War Office was little more than
the shift from the use of past evidence to the present....No one
I ever met in my official capacity doubted for a moment that a
professional training in scholarship enabled one to solve prob-
lems. The British have always taken it for-granted, in drawing
so liberally upon the academic world for staffing their own war
effort.2

In one sense this detailing or nonacademic functions performed by

scholars is very valuable. The humanist has usually been described in terms

of what he studies - literature, language, philosophy, history - and these

studies are then further narrowed and focused in terms of specific fields,

genres, or periods. When asked what he do6s, the humanist scholar will in-

variably answer, "I teach," and if pressed further will probably give the

course titles and contents. Rarely will he speak in terms of solving prob-

lems. This functional perspective is a new way of looking at the scholar's

task and, for our purposes,,supplies a valuable and exciting point of view.

The Future

Harlan Cleveland outlines the future of American decisiomaking as be-

coming more horizontal. Gone are the days of one man taking total responsi-

:

bility did issuing an order that all-other will follow without question.

There are too many factors to be considere in decision-making and too many

/ future- oriented considerati9s: Cleveland sees the emergence of a new ex-

ecutive, "the public executive." These are the men and women who will be

19
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able to handle not only the mattert at hand, but who will, in tackling im-

mediate problems, take into consideration the ramifications of present de-

cisions for a future of even more comp/ex systems. In analyzing the quali-

ties that will characterize this new1model executive, Cleveland no es cer-

tain essential attributes. The public executive will be:

1. more intellectual, capable of analyzing complex
options themselves instead of merely presiding
while others decide;

2. capable of coordinating action by consensus;

3. have a taste for ambiguity and be.able to utilize
constructive ambiguity to strengthen the outcomes
of decision-making;

4. be oriented toward an optimistic future and be
aware of the public's purposes and interests;

5. be strong enough to establish a personal sense
of purpose.3

The qualities outlined by Cleveland, who has made decisions in both

the governmental and academic worlds, can by no reans be consideredto de-

scribe professional humanists. But the qualities he outlines, which coin-

cide with other envisioned needs for a post-industrial or knowledge society,

are those skills and casts of mind available from a humanistic education.

ability to make a decision and to tolerate, or even employ for best re-

ts,ambiguity are talents and skills sharpened by the study.of human cul-

His categorieP..ene, three,ture, human past actions, and human expression.

and five are demonstrably those belonging to people who embark on graduate

careers in the humanities. His fourth category is one which future-orie

and socially-oriented humanists have been espousing for quite some tim

Graduate training in the humanities emphasizes the ability to get be-

yond immediate experience, to penetrate to the underlying assumptions or

causes which make the immediate experience possible. Along with this skill

goes the concomitant ability to see that the immediate., concrete experience

is perceived differently by different experiencers/observers. The kinds of

questions asked by persons so trained encompass a notion of events and ex-
..

periences that can take into account group or individual reaction as well as

the cultural, historical, and sociological factorA that create responses or
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reactions. This ability to analyze and.then make coherent report of such
.

analysis is the true functional intelligence of the humanist, if we differ-
,

entiate between abilities and specialized aWicationof skills according to

the constraints of subject tatter.

.The second quality-, which is, in essence, the ability to be a good ad-

ministrator, is not One which is taught but one which is learned by observing

those who Have it and by employing the sensitivities of one's own self-knowl-

edge and knowledge of-Human currents to deal with others in a cooperative

and-mutually respectful manner.
,

The humanist in the modern university is no lon er Thales walking along

the shore, so absorbed in thought ths. he falls int ditch; The profession-

al al humanist applies techniques of research, problem-solving, and writing in

' his scholarly projeCts and these skills may well be applied to nonacademic

pursuits. The following examples, will briefly illustrate this point.

The Literature Specialist

Pro ect: A literary scholar is-working on garden imagery in Nathaniel

Hawthorne's The Marble Faun.

Process: A careful reading of the novel annotating for garden images.

Research'on any other work done on the specific topic land on garden imagery

in general. Research on 'the meaning of the wild garden and the tended gar-
,

den in the works of writers of Hawthorne4s time and other authors Hawthorne

may have read. Research in the'underlying assumptions about as garden and the

control ofnature. Research into what nature means in Hawthdrie's culture

and to the European culture which is the setting for the novel.

The scholar then narrows the scope of the.project by formulating spe-

cific questions, processing the, material gathered to answer those questions,,

and writing up the results.

Skills: The obvious skills entailed are the ability to research and

gather information from a variety of sources, organizational ability, win-

nowing out unnecessary information, identifying priorities, 10 the con-

struction of a coherent overview utilizing background information and emerg-

ing with fresh perspectives. The trained humanist is, needless to say,
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sensitive to the use of lariguage and has the ability to communicate

clearly in writing.

All of the above skills may be, applied to a modern area of research,: .

such as the question of ecological imperatives in the operation of a plant

or industry. Questions must be asked and information gathered about the -

socidty's vibw of nature and natural resources" and the answers to these

questions must be balanced against a consideration of the particular needs

of the-industry. The gathering of this information, categorizing and Ana-

lyzing it, and prrenting conclusions in .a coherent fashion are the basis

for an intelligent industrial decision.,'The parameters of the research

question are different in industry from those iff academia but the talents

and skills, especially the ability to extrapolate from details to a coherent,

overview, are essentially the same.

The Social History Specialist

Pro ect: An investigation of ethnic immigration to the United States.

Process: Questions must be asked involving the meaning of relocation'

to a group identity, the idea of community, the mechanics of transportation

and finances, the feelings aboUt changing environments, and the manner in

which the choice to change environments is,made. Research would,invo;ve

printed materials (books and newspapers), statistical information, and per

sonal oral interviews. The researcher would need to be familiar-with a

variety of fields, puch as sociology and psychology as well as history.

It is easy to see that a corporation seeking to relocate employees or

develop a new site would need to ask many of the same questions that the

historian has asked.

These examples, and.others that could be developed, are not cited to

prove that all humanists are fit to enter corporations. The point is that

the capacities the graduate student must have to succeed in the academy

organized inquiry and coherent analysis - are the very same that an intelli=

gent and effective corporate manager must have to succeed'in the corporation:\

One corporate manager stated this succinctly when he said., "Being able to

dlearly iantify the problem is probably the most difficult task for alcor-

porate manager. It involves,-knowing whit the right questions are."

22
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1 ;n interviews conducted with corporate managers-,'government personne4,

and humanists currently working outside the academy, the fol wing were most

often mentioned as the areas where humanists could make effec ive contriku-

tions:
,

.

3.. Organizational development - reviewing past patterns of goal setting

and implementation and planning for the future.

2. Management appraisal-- evaluating workers' attitudes, through.surveys

and interviews, and iii approaching a corporation or agency in a historical .

sense, compiling a corporate history'and evaluating current practices in light

of established performance.

3. Community-oriented,programs - investigating community expectations,

-evaluating the goils of the institution and the needs of its constituent com-

munities, and establishing models for projects that attipt to correlate the

corpo(mtion's or agency's goils with those of its constituent communities.4
.1)

4., Human resources - working on programs. that attempt 'o use human re- 0

sources for the long-range efficacy of the corporation and thesociety.-

. 5. Career development',- setting goals for employees, deieloping train-

ing programs, establishing these programs and implementing them throughout

the corporations or agency, monitoring the establishment of in-service learn-.

ing environments, and coordinating continuing education programs for e loyees.

6. Establishing guidelines - for codes of conduct based upon past er-

formance, future goals, legislative issues, and social pressures.

7. Research - working on research teams investigating new sites or en-

vironments for investment, plant expansion, and location, and on project aregs,

in terms df cultural, ethnic, and historical factors. In fact, research of

almost any kind is a special talent of the trained humanist. A Ph.D. in his

tory who is now working in local government and who has worked as a legisla-

tive analyst and in Human Resources illustrates the benefits of his graduate

training as follows:

The best skill I got out of graduate school 'was .the ability to
do research. ITOoy job at Human Resources, for example, I was
responsible for wilting up various grants for governmental fund-
ing. Writing up a grant is not all that different from doing.a
research paper; it involves getting information, kntwing where
to get it, how to organize it and present it in a coherent fashion.
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Not-a day goes by;-that I do riot have to write technical re-
ports and memosand I feel quite strongly that my ability to
write:128S been.a great :help to me.

8. Public affairs, public relations -Using the ability to understand

an audience and communicate to that audience in appropriate language, acting

as a liaison between the corporation or agency and its many publics.5

9. Corporate social responsibility - working in corporate foundations,

evaluating social and cultural issues as.they relate to the institutional

eilVironmentin terms 9f-working conditions; labor relations, etc., 'working

on corporate charity gixing working on transnational problems such as in-
.

vestments in foreign'nations,'and on domeStic issues such as racism andsexism.

10. Staff assistant'-troubleshooter - working with a manager or director

of the institution to develop an overview df institutional activities and

pinpoint possible troubled areas for the futUre.

NoteS

4 . Percy.W. Long, "The Modern Language Association of Amel-ica:in Wbrld -,
1

War-II," Publications of the Modern' Language Association, 64 :(1949.), p. 50.'
2.
ong, p. 7071u

3
Harlan Cleveland, "The Decision Makers," Center Magazine, September/

October 1973, pp. 9-18.
4
One of.the'humanists interviewed is now working as a community action

planner for' a large corporation that has branches and plants in small towns.
His basic goal is to determine what the role of a large wealthy corporation
is'in small working-class communities regarding:

a. vocational and economic education;
b. community attitudes toward big busine5ts;
c. social patterns, suchas family structure (single-

parent families needing day care, etc.), drug and
alcohol abuse, the effect of swingshifts on family
and community life;

d. pcditical issues and political leadership.
The skills he perceives as most important are:

a. interviewing,skills - what is really being said, hoW
to ask probing yet nonthreatening questions' to bring
forth authentic feelings and thoughts rather than
the rote responses whiCh are ge ed. toward p;easing
the employer;' t
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b. the ability to analyze social policy - what is a
problem, what are its component parts;

c. group interaction skills,- leadershiP, the, ability
to lead a discussion without being overly directive,

the ability to gather. pertinent background informa-
.

tio4, and the ability to 'forestall evasive digres-
eil0fil in a group (many k)f these skills are congruent
with those of a good teacher);

d. the:ability to analyze inforMation determining perti=
nent data and the ability to present results in a
coherent, articulate written report. .

This is one brief example of 'the kind of work a trained humanist is

equipped to undertake in a nonacademic.setting.

5A specific example of a humanist in a research positipn fora multi-

national corporation might be theirh.D. in FrencH language.and literature.

This person is an expert in assimilating materials quickly and has a knowl-

edge of FrenCh culture and language. For a company intending to invest or

increase investments in developing countries, especially African nations

once colonized by-the French or Middle Eastern nations where'tlie French in-

fluence has been partidularly strong, a personyho understands French cul-

ture and value systems and the ways in which these values have been trans-

mitted and currently affect the social:politlical, and cultural environments

Is invaluable. The culture of a new nation has been. influenced either to

accept or rebel against the colonizer.'. Hence a Sensitivity to the culture

of the colonizer is imperative for a corporation Wishing to establish a

vorking,relationshipwith that country.
This humanist may be involved in training employeed who may be trans-

,.
ferred to a foreign environment and in working with an industrial psycholo- .

st, counselor., etc, in:est0iishing the needs of the transferred-employee.

An ther Work area may be in researching and developing .a.profile.of the na,.

do 's cultural' thrusts and outlining what'the,parameters or industrial and

°corporate relationships are with'respect to the culture,as:a.whole:-. The hu-

manist has.the capacity to deal with aMbiguitilesin a fOreign'cultUre - on

the simplest level with custoMs, whether the-proffered handshake is:an in-

.
suit, on a more.complex cultural attitudes toward negotAting

about work and payment,attitudesabout'leisure', success, organizational'

structures, etc: Such skills.are.needed by the growing multinational cor=

porate sector.
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An Experiment: The American Studies Internsh4p

In March 1973, the National American Studies Faculty sponsored a.meet-

ing at Stetson'University to discuss graduate education in American studtes.

The late sixties and early seventies had seen a proliferatioi of American

studies programs and departments, both undergraduaii and graduate, across

the country, and it was time to make some plans for the future of this fast,

growing interdisciplinary area. WOrkshops were conducted on new develop-

ments'in pedagogy and research, the relationship of American studiebito,other

interdisciplinary fields, the graduate admission process, and`the job market.

As director of the American Studies Association's job placement service, I

chaired the session on the job market and found that quite a few of the par-

ticipants were for the first time seriously worried about the job prospect's

for their graduatestudents. Many had felt that with the growth of under-

graduate programs the. jOb crisis would not hit the newly emerging American

studies Ph.D.'s quite as drastically as it had those in the more established

humanities But:, by March 1973, there were quite a few tew Ph.D.'s with no-

where to go.

It was apparent that not only were there no andwers, but there were no

models for approaching a solution: In ,the past when there Yid been a job

crisis, as, there was shortly after World War II,. the' prospects for the future
.

were much brighter: In the early seventies, predictltna were dim. It was

clear that, the academic establishment was unprepared to handle the realities

Of the marketplace

In the.cOurse of the next year, Aftetspeaking with many graduate stu-

dent:3 4.1 American studies, I began to"draw up a preliminary plan for explor-

ing the alternatives to academic employment for American 1tudies

There were a nuMber,of reasons for choosing AMeridan studies humanists fot

this. projected study. The. first was that I knew the training )6d employment"

patterns in this field and the numbet of graduates were small enough forme
, ve

,to be able to communicate, most, if not all, the graduate programs and

graduate students. ilinotheiliwasthiat the lield_of Ameridan studies id'inter-
-

disciplinary and strongly oriented toward culture studies anqvultura± anal

ysis; a case could be made for the usefulness of-these scholars to societal



institutions that were concerned with the quality of life in America. Fi-

nally, the American sirudies curriculum touches on all aspects of the huiani-

ties - history, literature, philosophy - so that if a case could be made for

the nonacademic employment of these h 1-lists, it might serve as a model for

humanists in'other fields. There is, of oUrse, a problem here'in that the

interdisciplinary scholar may be seen as having a wider, Scope than a scholar

who has concentrated in'a specific discipline, but in order to develop a

working model I, was willing to risk skewing my sample of humanists to those
f.

who might be immediately ;pre;attra*tive to nonacademic employers.

The internships project was designed to place AMefrican studies Ph.D.'s

in business and government. The planning year, funded by The Rockefeller

Foundation, had two audiences: the graduate students and the business and

government communities (see project descriptions which follow).

Brochures were sent to American studies graduate programs across the

country, to selected government agepcies, and to delected corpdrations. The

selection of corporations, was not conducted as a scattershot affair. Coi.-

porations that had shown interest in community relatjtons, corporate social

responsibility, and public affairs were identified, and brochures we;e sent
,

to them as well as to cOrporations that had participated in humanistpc or

socially oriented activities sUeh as Conference Board activities, Aspen In-

stitute for Humanistic Study seminars, Business Tomorrow conferences, and

corpors6 educational programs. Positive or interested responses were fol-

lowed up by further explanation of the program by letter, phone, or personal

visits. (See samples of letters appended to this chapter.)°

The purposes of the internship' were clearly defined for the potential
*

interns and graduate programs and for the potential business and government

participants as:

1. demonstrating by example the humanities professionals'
performance outside of.an academic Setting;

2. aiding business and g ernment in prepaAngliew approaches
to problems resultin oh (ii) increased public concern
about corporate activ es, (b) a lack of balanced perspec-
tive on the uses of to Imology and its impact on American

ti society, and. (c) the ne role thrust upon large institutions
as they increasingly becomecthe social architects of the
future;



was

3. communicating back to the academic environment information
about (a) the function of the humanist outside the academy, .

and (b) necessary changes in graduate curriculum if hUManists
were to be prepared to seek nonacademic positions;'

4. establishing models to encourage nonacademic\employers.to
look upon graduate prbgraMs in the humanities as'potential-
providers of a valuable'talentipool.

In order for the internship experiment to''fulfill the above goals, it

determined that the following four priorities,would have to be establish-

ed and carried out:

1. A training program to expose
terns and give the intern (a)
organizations an institution
difference betwedn line and s

the intern to nonacademic sys-
'a sense.bf.the ways in which
s structured, e.g.,'tee
t ff functions, various ways

in which organi,za'tional hi rar hies. are charted, (b) aWbrief introduction to theori s of oPganizational iavior,
and (c) a refresher course in basic economics.

i .

2. A direct supervisory relationship with a member the
organization that was accepting the intern.

3. Commitment from the intern to both evaluate his/her skills
as compared to the required job skills and to write a re-
port on the skills acquired through graduate training and
their application to the intern assignment.

4. Commitment from the supervisor.to do an evaluation of the
intern regarding duties'performed; and the additional per-
spectives, if any supplied by an intern with humanities
training.

Over two hundred corporations and government agencies were contact

about the program and thirty-seven were interested in the project. Oft.hose

who wei-e not actively interested, many gave as their reason the sorry state

of the economy and said that their energied wer being directed toward deal-

ing with cutbacks in their own organizations.

At the time that the project was terminated ue to lack of sufficient
..- X

funding, the following internship positions had be n discussed and were in

\4e#

.various stages of planning.

United States Information Agency

Pro ect: to investigate and recommend appropriate audio - visual methods

and materials to be used by a foreign educational system for trainfreg in

American language and cultural' studies..
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b gaSrMittlkyti4glaugellunassimilated.amounts of informa-
tion an materials was presehted to the intern: It was.hiJ job

.
to establish guideline' using the materials, and to evaluate
the materials exam-din two criteria he'established: the ef-
fectivenTss of'the mat e s and the context in which they would
be used. ,

The intern identified and earched resources, organized
and presented them with recommen ations for uSe to a foreign edu-
cational establishment. He also wrote a handbook guide for the
evaluation of audio-visual materials to be used by USIA personnel.

LargeHank
A

Project: an assessment of how the questions of quality of work experi-'

ence will affect the bank during the next ten years.

. The project was to begin with a survey of employee needs,
and it was expected that certain 4oncrete suggestions would sur-
face quickly, like needing day-care facilities or a better ex--
planation of the benefits program. The intern would be charged
with probing for seine more inchoate concerns about opportunities
f-7 or fulfillment' and growth.

The basic characteristics the bank was looking for in an
'intern were a strong tolerance for ambiguity and the ability to
weigh needs, of employees against the capabilities of the insti-
tution.

Large Retail Department State Chain,

Pro ect:- to work with the vic president for consumer affairs.

Projects would involve_suAreys on consumer attitudes, in-
vest gating the impact of the store on the community and possible
co rate coniributions"to the community; such as development of
re ycling centers, consumer seminars for employees and customers,
etc. .v

State Commission for the Humanities

Project: to work with the state committee to evaluate the planning?

execution, and eiraluation of all humanities programs in the state.

IlThe project would involve consulting with, both, academic hu-
manists and representEitives of the public sector in determining
and planning for humanistic content of programs. One of the aims,
of this intern's placement would be to investigate the value
_orientations of metropolitan service organizatiOns, and to did in
providing Support services to these organizations in terms of'con-
sultationand implementation of programs .\
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State Council on Human Services

5
'Project: to coordinate planning, resources utilization, and policy

w .

development where two or more human service ncies were involve4,

The intern would be involved with surveying and cro-refer-
.eneing human-service programs, and searching for appropriate in-
terfaces between programs, so that improved coordination and cost-

\effective programming could be funded.
. -

The intern would be required to analyze and become knowledge-
able about a broad scope of federal laws, and regulations as they
affect human-service programs,

State Department of Children and Youth Services

Project: to work with the Commissioner of Children and Youth Services

to perform the following. functions:,

1. to serve as liaison between the department, the public,
and individuals served, in order to assess the impact of
specific programs in providing essential services;

2'. to identify needed servi:Cep by careful study and research
of community needs;

3. to assist the commissioner in the determiriStion of impor-
tant policymaking decisions affecting children, youth,
And their families;

4. to proVide department heads and other policymaking indi-
viduals with information relative to changerwhich have
taken place and are now takihg place in the field of hu-

v man services.

Large Corporation
`-%

Ir

. Project: to work with the vice president for public affairs. to analyze

1

'(1) current public attitudes toward corporate b avior, and (2) legislation

being considered by local, state, and federal governments._

The intern would be involved with researching primary and sec-
. ondary sources and would report directly to the vice president

for public affaire14, A possible joint project between publicaf-
fairs and other corporate offices, such as public.relationi and
employee relations might be considered.

Large Corporation

Projects: (1) to work oh a Bicentennial project - the making of a film

or series of films on American values, and (2) to work with the vice president
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for corporate relations on a project to investigate employee attitudes to-

ward relocation and toward quality of work life.

Large Public Utility

Project: to work on community issues, monitoring community groups for

their needs, and reporting back to the corporation.

Large Corporation Providing Food Services

Project: to work on a study of corporate employees, involving such

issues'as relocation - the executive nomad - and its effect on the individual

employee and on the community,

Community Hospital

Project: to work with several small hospitals on planning programs in

terms of the institution's role in the communityrnd the effects of the

changing community .on health-care facilities.

* * *

Graduate students who applied for the internships listed the following

as some of,their interests and reasons in seeking nonacademic work:

- the role of the individual in community life

- public-service administration
- in raction of)society and education
- the ocial envjronment of institutions:-
- wor in natural resources - concern foi the land and it

evelopment
technology and its role in shaping the environment of
individuals and communities

- assisting public and private agencies in dealing with
oppressed minoritie4
long-range research\on topics e1671arporate charity-
giving, engineer shoi-ta0s, and government regulation
of industry

- the historic role an impact of law upon AmeriCari culture
- seeking to apply experience in domestic politics, trans-
cultural relations (Asian-American), developmental activir
ties, and mechanized agriculture
how are communal values achieved and what is the nature
and meaning of community?

- working on a realizatiOn of self-;image for use in adver-
tising and public reldtions and on an understanding of a
corporation's historic relationship to a community or region

31
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- management theories and their
nese and industry

- field research on how aspects
turelare understood by people

- in-Plant educational programs
science view of technology

applcation to modern busi-

of American society and cul-
with non-American backgrounds
- seminars' on the social

Although the American Studies Internships were ultimately not estab-

lished for the'year 1976-1977 because of lack of funds, the planning year

proved that they l was interest in the corporate and government sectors in

examining the po4ential roles for humanists in the nonacademic realm. Such

an experimental'internship program could be established in the future with

the-cooperation of graduate programs and a national funding Source.
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!SHIPS 7
Montclair State College

Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043
201-893-4416

munity anckthe American academic community are going
al and sel-f-analysis. Thehshifting fortunes of the eco-
Os to reexamine their priorities and goals; the academy
hrough which to make knowledge a more effective re-
needs. It is now, more than ever, vital to establish
tionship between these two sectors of the society.

the academy as providing a valuable employment pool;
d yearly. But in the past there has been little
een the business world and the humanities. The
and powers of the business sector make it clear that
ngee solely a matter of conomics. They are involved
the Ruman re urceS he society. A concomitant

concern with p ic r sponsibilfty*trnd social and hu-
ilfng these concer with the profit motive is not
11 for innovative measures. For this reason, the
s agreed, in spirit and through funding, that steps
cing humanists in the business world. The purpose of
rnshipsr Program is to encourage innovation by placing
!mists, with interdisciplinary backgrounds, into the
they can put knowledge to action.

nists? American Studies is itself an innovative field,
many disciplines to arrive at a viable methodology for
rdisciplinary graduate students the Interns have had
oblem solving models without necessarily being able to
procedures. They are creative and motivated by chat-
s.

es the need for a coherent view of society, for an
orces. If, as now seems to be the case, the business-
reatest effect on the social architecture of the future,
utilize the best tools and minds of the society. If

rosperity we must recognize that economic prosperity
here human needs are ignored. We now know that as ad-
ogy are developed'business and industry must maintain

!ric41116-studies Int rn-can bAllin asset in a variety of

.ch.is.the basis for wise expansion or
A corporation needs trained and mature
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researchers to investigate social, cultural, and
environmehtal conditions before making a viable
decision to expand, relocate, or invest. The Intern's.
interdisciplinary background provides research capa-
bilitias that will add extra dimensigNs to corporate
problem solving.

2. Corporations cognizant of their social responsibilities
need elop methods of social cost account-
ing.

3. The American Studies Intern, trained as a cultural
analyst, can work on projecting the concerns of our
society in the future. These skills are invaluable
to corporations aware that they must be adaptable to
changing conditions.

There are many other examples of Interns' skills and uses in terms of com-
munity relations, in-service education, etc. A corporation hiring an Intern
is not getting a token humanist, but a truly valuable addition to corporate
planning. In order to insure that this is so, the Interns will be given an
intensive training program, similar to an Executive Seminar, at the Wharton
Sc ool of the University of Pennsylvania, in cooperation with William Gomberg,
Pro ess r of Management and Industrial Relations. As a result, these Interns

ing to corporations both a mature understanding of the public and the
s of the business world.

Th. Internship period is scheduled to last one year, beginning in September
1975, with future option's to be decided by the participants. Interns are all
American Studies Ph.D.'s and will be selected according to their competence
and interests.. Employers will be able to choose specific Interns from a pool
of qualified, professional men and women. For-the one year period partial
funding for the Interns' salaries will be provided by foundation grants, the
rest by the participating corporations. Duming the year Interns will meet
periodically to share their experiences, but at no time will corporate
proprietary information be discussed. Rather, these meetings will provide
working.papers for future preparation of humanities students who hope to
enter the business sector. The success of this Program involves providing
new impetus towards reshaping humanities curricula as'well as introdUcing
humanists to business. It is hoped that mutually encouraging and productive
experiences for the corporations and the humanists will lead to corporations'
welcoming trained humanists and to future humanists' applying their energies
to societally constructive ends.

AMERICAN INTERNSHIPS
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AMERICAN STUDIES INTERNSHIPS

Rita DAlacobs
Project Director

Montclair' State dollege
UpperjviOntclair, N.J. 07043

201-893-4416

Graduate education in the humanities is presently foundering in an identity crisis.
.

.Ph.D's who were once thought to befit only for academic positions are now finding
themselves victims. of unplanned obsolescence. Yet'students'are still seeking grad-
uate'education in 'the huManities and particularly'in interdisciplinary"fields like
American StudieS.' TheSe students are part of a new wave.of graduate students who
see their education' as a facilitating experience, an experience which will allow'

them to explore many areas of interest and train them to utilize varied methods and
approaChes,to'prohlem solving. And they choose the humanities interdisciplinary
program because one of their basic concerns isthe Survival of humanistic values
outside Of the classroom.

It would be idyllic and impractical to assume that these students are not seeking
to translate their knowledge into viable lifestyles'-and life work. -Hence the iden-

tity crisis. They are trained in a world which labels Ph.D's in the humanities as
inept outside of academia, yet American Studies Ph.D's interests are very much ori-
ented to the society as it exists outside of the ivied walls. SuCh a situation ne-
cessitates a redefinition of the job mark?t and, concomitantly, of graduate education.

The recent report Scholarship for Satiety,: 'A report on erging Roles and Responsi-
bilities of Graduate Education in America (Princeton, N. : Educational Testing
Service, 1973) notes that society's concern must be "with how to make knowledge A

more effective resource foi meeting social needs." Ph.D's can be useful and produc-
tive outside of academia, but the point that is stressed is that alternative modes of

*'employment have "too little effect in shaping academic,self-definitionS."

The Rockefeller Foundation has agreed, in spirit and through funding-,, that action
muSt be taken to remedy this crisis in the humanities.' A pilot project to investi-
'gatealternative career options and to establish inter6ships for American Studies
Ph.D's in govetnMent and industry'has been funded.: American Studies is the chUsen
field for a variety of reasons. It is intefidiSciplinarY and American.Studies students
are therefore equipped to solve problems caltiing varied atproaches and methods.

Through analyzing American culture these students have become knowledgeable about, and
sensitive to, the changing value's of our society. But perhaps mosCimportanare the
students that American Studies programs attract -- people wi h diverse interests and
_a desire to participate in the world outside of academia. eld work is a component
of many American Studies programs, and organizations such as National American
Studies Faculty involveAmerican Studies scholars in the ultural and business life
of America by creating Community programs. Models for interaction between the uni-
versity and the society are .evolving through.American Studies programs.
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The focus of the American Studies Internship project is to set up experimental one
year internships for American Studies Ph.D's In government and industry. There is no
doubt that many newly trained professionals haveexpressed interest in entering non
academic fields, but the problem has been to organize a method for bringing American
Studies humanists together with government and industry.. For too long there has
been suspicion among the .,academic, governmental, and industrial sectors of sockety
and if we seek a productive future we must recognize the need for communication and
cooperation. Government and industry are also confronting crisis times; they are .

now investigating their responsibilities and commitments to the society. Increasing
automation and.technology in American society make it essential that government and
industry make use of humanists in order'to maintain balanced perspective on the uses
of technology and its impact on American society. The internship project is aimed at
bringing American Studies humanists into government and industry where they will not
only "learn by doing" but exercise their expertise in problem solving, defining val-
ues, and presenting researched, logical conclusions.

/,,,The interns will be seleCted according to their, ,competence and interests, .and employ-
ers will be able tochoose specific interns from a pool of qualified professionals.
Interns will go through an intensive training program prior to beginning their in-

,

ternships and they will meet. periodically throughout the year to share their experi-
ence and knowledge. The total effect of such a program is incalculable as yet,, but:
two primary'gdals'can be foreseen: government and industry will benefit frbui the,
humanities perspective as applied to their short and long range goals, and the.7eed7
back from the program will aid graduate American Studies institutions in redefining
their programs.

AMERICAN STUDIES INTERNSHIPS
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The Once. and Future Kingdom of the Humanities: Recommendations

During the past fifty yedi,s, criti thinkers and writers have urged

the humanities disciplines to look to the present and future as well as to

the past: The argument for the nonacademic i'ractice of the humanities has

been linked to the crucial need infmodern society for better understanding

of the humaq resource in all its manifestations.

In 19281Abraham Flexner spoke to a British university audience and

urged that "humanismshould further charge itself with the appreciation of

the present as well as of the past, of the value of science, of the value of

industry, of the souridnesii, comprehensiveness, justice, fairness, worthwhile-

ness of government, ours, yours, other nations'."1 He predicted that the

"humanist may not only affect industry; the industrialigt may in,theproOess

of humanizing his operations promote the primary ends of industry

In 1949, Howard MuMford 'Tones eficouraged his,fellow scholars to take. a

new look at themselves in.light of'their. relationship to society- He reject-
.,

ed the ivory7tower:notiOn of scholarship in favor of the larger wdrid: tl!But

'I: can no longer agree eminent C011eaguevwhO.hold fhatsthe,sOciial cost

of what ,,they do is no concern of 'theirs and that an aqicle dr-twO:ina

learned journal is sufficient justification for. professional tenure ase,

scholar. Surely our social obligation is greater than tie mere fact that we

exist andlopat we want to do. u3

More'recently, Louis,Kampf of the kumanitqs

that the humanities be viewed in social context:

to plarform its proper function to help students

Departmentat M.I.T. urged

"If ,liberal education is

see things as they are, to

face them humanely and'freely - then,that education must be placed withinan

4
.

appropriate social context. . CrdVting this

.

context becomes, consequently, the

fore-most task for the liberal. arts."4

And David Reisman, writing about graduate education, urges that, "Wher-

ever possible graduate students should make some connection with an external

world that has bearing on their speciality."5'

In a recent recommendation about universities today, a recqmmendation

which arises as a result of a survey of graduate students and graduete edu-
,

catoi.s, Ann Heiss states that "As much as, if not more than, other men, scholars
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should be concerned about the.Social consequences of their research affd-
-

teaching. if they limit their 'interest and cOmprehension tb the ever -frag-

menting area of their specialties, pey reduce,th;air ability to observe the,

effect of their activities on mankind or on the human spirit. The role of

the critic is too easy., As thought informs action, so action can inforM

thought."
6.

G. Jon Roush7 bemoans the fact that the huManities have become like a

museum..housing the artifaCts of the past, and that humanists are fast be-

coming curators for thOse artifacts He'urges that humanists go on

as.curators but, have amore important and vital role to.play in the present:

' Like-Stevew arciis who pleads for "ail. active attempt on the part of thrhu-
-

a

nAhities t6 achieve. throUgh the pro sses of self - clarification an improved

and iinformed conscioushess of_the present and their,relationship to it,
"8

Roush asks for -ca reclarification of what tradition signifies in the present

time and for the present time - "Consider the man wholives,in a modern city
4

and understands what Chaucer has to say on the subject of dove. If he is not

moved to challenge those aspects of his environment that prOhibit love, he

is4not a humanist but a pedant, and he should not be surprised if his society

considers him expendable. 9

Roush's distaste for pedants conies not from an abstract-yearning for

commitment or relevance, but from careful observation of students and col-

leagues. Thet need for problem-oriented curricula, for providing "contexts

outside the classroom within which humanistic learning is appropriate," is

a need acknowledged by more and more humanistswho.-find that preserving and

communicating what was once an elite.cultureis no longer a sufficient ra-

tionale or activity for a humanist, for one steeped in knowledge of human

-creations, in this more complex interdependent world.

In all, these critics and reformers of graduate education echo the

sentiments of Alfred North Whitehead,in urging a tempering and leavening of

book knowledge with the personal experience oknowledge - "Firsthand knowl-

edge is the ultimate basis of intellectUal life. To a large extent book '.

leafting conveys secondhand information; and as such can never rise to the

importance of immediate practice." It is now time to open the gates of the

university so that a free flow of; ideas and exchange can exist. The predictions
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c.

about the future of higher education and especially humanities education are

truly frightening. If.we want to' avoid their becoming fact, we had better

deal with our" fears out of the'powerful knowledge that the humanities gives

US.

Changing Attitudes.

A truism: reality changes faster than do attitudes re ding reality.

Our challenge is to.m9vintain a,perspective on reality wh ch enables us

to keep from becoming attitudinally stagnant. In our media-ridden'society

attitudes ar often flexed like muscles = tensed in response to threat or,
ie

as in Mr.,Alica contests, shined h and displayed for show. In either

case this show of strength doeskot necessarily indicate any real strength

or beli f, College open admissions and business codes of ethics, to take
0

two of m ny examples; have been acetised of being attitudinal Ilexes, adver-
,

tisements that belie any,real institutional change. Hence any recommenda-
.

tion for a c ange in attitude is actually
.

a recommendation.for an investiga-

tion into ol ituddE and current realities.

.The prevalent attitude in humanities graduate programs toward nonaca-

demic careers is still that they are "second-rate." A student who'announces

a desire to workoutside the academy is, by definition, a loser. Such atti-

tudes must change because reality has changed. Academic career opportunities,

1-19.1t decreased clvtill not, according to all statistical predictions, in-

,
crease.' Thena ure of the university's role in the society has changed: As

the academy'co s to realize that it is an institution that must function as

a part of a larger system of institutions, faculty members roust become more

knowledgeable about those other institutions. 'Increased respect for other

institutions or an acknowledgment that the university is one institution.
1.

o others would Signal a decrease in elitism or, in perhaps more palatable

terms, an increase of democratization. If the humanities are to survive,,

faculties will'have to begin to consider thejosSible professional roles a

humanist may:play outside of the academic environment:

Ways of instigating such attitudinal-changes and'atthe same time eX-.

ploring nonacademic roles for humanists may include: (1) exchanges of ideas

and personnel between academic and nonacademic sectors, e.g., humanists

1
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)
working with business and government professionals on questionsof ethics;

f

and (2) increasing the interaction of humanistfNand specialists in more ac-

tion-oriented fields, like bUsineSs, political science, and international

relations, on task fortes having to do with the university's role in the

'.culture.

Ernest Boyer, Chancellor of the Sate University of New York, has.call-

ed for the establishment of task forces on societal problems emphasizing the

university's function in public service;
10

He.stressed the need for univer- .

sities to redirect their energies toward societal issues, and suggested the

establishment of an Office of Public Service, a University/Industry Panel,

and a University/qocifl Agencies Panel. In the past, academic participants

in 'such 'cooperative ,vegtures, then few that existed from time to time, have

been limited almost exclusively to'economists, social scientists, and politi-
,

cal scientists. Humanists have been virtually ignored. In a time of soci-

etal reexamination and redirection, humanists must be included to provide

the cultural and historical perspective 'so necessary to effective problem-

solvifig.
A

The establishment of Dr. Boyer's suggested task forces would accomplish

at least three objectives:,

to get some of the best minds in the society to apply
their knowledge to pertinent social peoblems involving
health, the economy, and human resources;

- to provide models for academic interaction with other
societal institutions; these models will be infortant
in demonstrating nonacademic options for students in
the humanities and other field's;

to increase respect and knowledge among the different
sectors of society for the special resources and talents
of each.

,In'this manner we may achieve what the Panel on Alternative Approaches

to Graduate Education stressed the need for - uncovering "overlooked re-

sources and approaches in the humanistic disciplines that could be applied

to social questions, and thus point the way to alternative tareers for hold-.

ers of doctxates.
,11

14o
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'Changing Graduate Education

1

4
We haveto change the ideas of problem-solving - we've

=got to-starkta1king about a lot of different kinds of tiiIngs.

We're into ecology now but it doesn't.mein ecology in an en-
.

vironmentai sense -7-it means a study of phi osophical relation-
ships between parts and the whole. iven his kind of problem,

what kind of models can we generate Cop e start talking about

the metaphors antsymbols in sci e and n business and.in'.ee0:77

noisids? Of course we can. There are,peopiewho are doihi it,
but those people are not necessarily in cifa a of,graduat'atudY
programs. .

HuManities Vatilate student, Alternative
7dareers Workshop, November 1975

If you askme what7the/humanities" is, the last:thing I
would have thought of fk-Oirson who loYeavto,4siin documents
of history and todeal with/the liter4ary text. 'I think' of Oet

humanities ase.having to do/with Valued.and the willingness to
thlpk that values and their meanings are important. 'Secondly, F.-

some rational way to try to approach values. I don't mean that
we are trying to find that there are natural value = =ut simply

to. find some orientation about what I am d .this world

that will save me from throwing up myitanp a saying, "Nobody

knows, nobody can4telli add:to heck with

Mellon Fello4-. at the Aspen Institute for
HUmanistic Study, Summer 1975

U 1

The interests students bring to graduate', study ,in the 'humanities are

as variedz the students. And just as certain students are prepared foi

teaching or research careers, others should beiallowedi even encouraged, to

structure programs which may lead them to nOnacadethic careers.f.

Among gradualletudents there appears to be an increased interest 'in%

the problem-solying/aspects of a humanities education. What are my'skills

and how can I solve academic humanities problems andsoCial or political

problems? One approach to this of applied, humanities question would

be the .development of interdisCi inary and team-tiUght courses utilizing

the skills and.eXpertige' of a h ist and sociaiscientist.

'haterdisciplinary Programs

In an excellent article on inte disciplinary studies, Henry Winthrop

outlines a yariety of issues and nee s that could be dealt with in interdis-,

ciplinary graduateprograms. They include:

41
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automation and cybernation; .their current and anticipated
,

social,,economic, and industrial effects;

2. environmental paihologies'ofthe-technetronic civilization;

3'. the quest' for community, teat is, the illnesses of the large-.
scale, industrialized. urban center land Some of the prOfOsals
for achieving authentic'Community in,the sense of a philosophy

of the good.life and in the sense ,of physical design of com-
munity;

4, .forms of alienation in our technological society;

5. the nature of the quest for persona:Iidentity and the cultural
and ioclal,forces which tend to abort that quest;

6. the contemporary social prOblens' created by the impact' Of
science, technology, and invention in.Weitern society;,

T

7. studies of the future and some of the problems-,with which
this :new field is beset; ,

8. ,the diminsions'of'valin& complex social 'and technologiCal
milieu, and some of the relationships of the,planning and pol-
l:Cy sciences:to-these-dimensions of value;'

modes of. communication, their relationships to some of the
issues in the social and behavioral sciencei,,and the factors
obstructing or breaking dowia these modes of. communication;-

10. some of the problens of contemporary American oulture and
some of the social and psychological factors that give rise
to then;

11. the value patterns of modern technological, societies and some
of the existing proposals for world order that these patterns
necessitate;

12. some critiques of the social fabric_of Western society and
the variety of social and psychological causation used to
account for existing forms of social pathology. 12

Interdisciplihary programs of study are intellectUally sound and voca-
----tionally applicable. In discussing the relationship of education and work,

Eli Ginzberg, perhaps the nation's foremost manpower expert, said:I.think the university's extremely rigid departmental segrer
.gation has made it very hard for students to put togethel
the kinds of combinations that would give them not only, as
good intellectual training as they get now - even a better
one, in my opinion - but would also greatly increase their
capacity to make their way in the world of jobs.13

Interdisciplinary programs are-not geared toward, obscuring departmental' ex-

pertise, but attempt to use this to offer a variety, of educational-experiences.

42
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to students. The gtowth*.df interdisciplinary'programs has threatened ind

vidual dep'rtments, especially in an era of financ.al stress, and there

no easy solution to this.problem. But, if the humanities departthents are to

assert their applicability in American society, there must be a coordination

of department activities with interdisciplinary programs.'

The Relationship of the Humanities to Prdfession4l Education

The professional Schools - law, medicine, and

across the couxitry are currently reexamining the role 0.

business in universities,

the humanities'in

their specialized curricula. The problem of values and ethics.and the prob-

lem of the social responsibilities of professionals are among the motivating

factors in this reexamination. Courses have been established on business,

government, and the changing elvironalent; business'and society; socio-ethical
o

issues in business; corporate social responsibility; social ethics and the

law; images. of the legal profession; medicine, ethics, and society; ial

andicultural impacts of the medical profession, etc. In many of th courses

the subject matter of the humanities, philosophical treatises, hist call

documents, novels and other fictional works, aA read and discussed. For

the most part, thumanities scholars. are not involved in the preparation or

teaching of these courses. This may be due to the fact that there is rarely

interactian between the professional schools and other graduate schools1 on

campuses, and, his is a situation that can be.overcome.

GradUate programs in the humanities can proVide expertise to the profes7

sional schools for these new courses and, at the same time; griduate students

4

in the-humanities as well as the students in the professional schools may-

benefit from such cross-fertilizatioT Closer cooperation among graduate hu-

manities programs and professional schools may letd to increased, opportunities

for humanists in fields not traditionally seen as the humanities fields.

Therefore, graduate humanities programs which exist within universities

having professional graduate schools would be well-advised to:

,p; 1. establish communications with the professional schools;

2- obtain professional course descriptions to determine
wherhumanities input may be dedirable;
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3. share resources with the professional schools, e.g.,
,'tease teaching, guest lecturing (this includes inviting

professional school colleagues to participate in hu-
manities programs);

4. investigate the potential for creating interdisciplinary
graduate programs with the professional schools (examples
of this already exist within the sciences and social
sciences - the e are M.D.-Ph.D.,programs'in existence
with the Ph.D. field being one of the biological sciences
or a social sc nce field such as sociology).

Career Counseling

Career counseling has been notoriously deficient for the Ph.D. humanist,

the assumption being that soon r' or later all would get teaChing'johi. This

orientation has rendered nonacademic 6areer counseling an obscure, word-of-

mouth, and mainly unpracticed art. This,is not an area which can be im-

proved; it is "one that must be developed for the first time. HuManists

should, be polled to find out.their fields of employment and, if the field

is nonacademic, a follow-up should be done. Although the Higher Education

Research Institut-1'in Los:Angeles is currently seeking thislind of inforMa-

tion fromgraduats of forty Universities, each graduate institution ip the

country that is eager to ,establish*nonacadehic. career counseling for Ph.D.'s

shou14seek infdrmation from its own bestsource,its graduates.

The following are recommendations fOr establiEZZUonacademic,career-
,

counseling services:

1.

r

Graduate students in the 'humanistic diWiPlines sh d be

Unformed of .the job possibilities and predictive stet tics

for specific job areas up&i entering graduate'programs.

2. Graduate students who are interested in nonacademic employ-
ment should be interviewed and given diagnotitic skills tests.

I.' A`Pspecial,counseling service should be established fdlOnon-
academiciplacement of humanities students and attempts t:
should be made to'establish ties between the academic com-
munity and potential business and government employers.

4. Job counseling for academic humanists should includetrepa
tion for nonacademic interviewing and the,preparation of
functional resumes. The functional resume begins with a

\statement of.career Objective and a brief summary of back-
ground:experience and qUalificatiOns. Specific skills and

experience are then listed separately, including Such:
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activit es as administration, communications,:analysis and
resear h activities, planning, organizing and problem-solving
Skill Speaking, writing and editing skills., public relations,
pal affairs, and community experienc'. There are magY'
guid s to writing such resumes add to t e language. of non-'.
ac c job seeking (Dictionary of Occ ational Titles, What
Co or s Your ParaChute by Richard Nelson BotleaT How. to. Hire

by Richard Irish, etc.) and these should be made

I
*enable to the Job candidate.

-
The entire area of 'lib counseling is becoming increasingly important

to grad te students and the need for such services is a resounding theme

in-any conversation with these students:

You say we've g to be aware of alternative careers and I think
most of us are thinking in terms of alternative careers--,but
nobody else puts out job lists like academic departments do. How
do you find ,out about alternatives? You ovuld spend your whole
life beating the bushes.

G aduate student, Alternati
Wo kshop, November 1975

Thus far the disciplinary associationb have done some preliminiry scouting

and have'published some brief reports and guides to nonacademic careers

-'(see bibliography) but the real need is for spepific'counseling and that.

.burden Must be sharll by the griduate institutions.

Internships,
41,k.

In order to gather more information about the potential of humanists

in nonacademic organizations and to furtlier interaction between humanists

and profebsionals in bUsiness and government, internship programs designed

to place graduate'humanists An nonacademic institutions should be. initiated.

These internships could be developed by individual universities-or profes-
,

sional associattons or perhaps-more effectively:through a pooling of re--

sources and personnel. 4k.--national humanities' internships program would be

an ideal innovation for it would guarantee recruitment of,interns from

across the nation, and all disciplines would be represented.

Optimally, funding for the interns would be provided by the institution

accepting the intern and ultimately the success of an internship program

mould depend on this. But in the early stages of an internship program

joint funding, shared by nonacademic institutions and agencies, foundations,

and the universities would indicate joint support of such a program.
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The lengt1 of an internship would vary with placements but in all cases

*ere should be'an adequate amount of time for the intern and employeto

investigate' the applicability of the intern's training to the employment

situation.

Interns placed insimilar agencies or businesses should meet periodi-

cally to share information and experiences with the guarantee that propiri-

etary information will not be discussed. No obligation to continue employ-

mentof the intern should. be incurred, although the option to hire an intern

.after the internship period should be available to the agpncy or institution.

A final meeting of interns and xipervisors.along with final written

evaluative reports should be integral parts ofany internship program. .-Such

evaluation:procedureiwould have subsitantial effect on the revision of cur-
.

;ricula and the establishment of career counseling for graduate students seek-

ing to prepare for nonacademic,carees.

Shedding New Lig1t on the Humanities

To date there has been no study on the exact nature'or effect of the

ihumakties, no investigation of the skills derived from humanities training'.

The_humanitiea have been spoken of and thought of mainly in terms of subject

matter and not in terms of approaches and skills. Therefore, the Pk!D. in

'humahities has been viewed as a'sCholar who specializes in a specific sub-

ject area - the Medievalist, the Renaissance-Reformation expert, the Kant

schOlar, etc. Thus far, this system'of categorization has served to place
-0_,

the schdlar in his, appropriate niche in the university departmental hierarchy:

But'as the humanities are reviewed in light of applications to nonacademic

endeavors, attempts must be made to understand the general skills that the

humanistbringstothiswork.

Studies should undertaken by university humanities programs and the

professional associati ns to,delineate and demonstrate the skills obtained
..

throUgh humanities tra ning, skills such'as problem-solving, communication

N techniques, organizationalNiVilities, research and analysis strengths. Some

such studies and resulting programs are already in progress. The University

of'Kansas's history department, in an effort to understand more clearly their

role in the University, has begun a reinvestigation of what historians teach,
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not only the, subject matter but the skills.- -The history department at the

University of California at Santa Barbara, in,conjunction with several other

departments, has made the step from examining these skills to defining.a pro-

gram where such skills may be applied to a nonacademic field. They have just

established-a doctoral program for historiang who wish to work in the public
41hr

sector - the 'public historian. Descriptions of the abob two projects are

availablir from the universities involved.

TheiprOfessional humanities associations (MLA, AHAI APA, ASA), in .con-
.

junction with aftunding source (National Endowment for the Humanities or a

private foundation), could design and implement a study of the basic skills

derived from humanities graduate.training and the ways in which these skills

relate to: -

skills obtained froth other fields of study;

the university curricula as a whole;

- vocational impersitive8 - academieand-nonacademic.

A national humanities survey coulcLansw'r the kinds of questions

both employers and people concerned withithe future of the humanities

What is the role of he humanitie? p,an understanding of our
arlcurrent and future 6 cietal probl e ?

How does knowledge o the past - historical, cultural, and
ethical - function i determining policy decisions?

Notes

'Abraham Flexner, "The
War, ed. by Norman Foerster

2
Flexner, p. 51.

3Howard Mumford Jones,
PMLA, 64 (1949) p. 42.

4
Louis Kampf, "The Huma

1968) p. 313.

5David Reisman, "Thoughts on the
(April 1976) p. 15.
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ask:

Burden of Humanism" in The Humanities After the
(Freeport,. New York, 1944) p. 56.

"The Social RespOnsibility of Scholarship,"

,

nities and Inhumanities," Nation (September' 30,

147

Graduate Experieisce," Change Magazine
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9
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11
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Note to the Nonacademic Job Hunter

There are a number of associat

to humanists seeking nonacademic Jo

associations is seeking to include

plOyllient bulletins. The following

helpful:

ions and publicatidns of specikl interest

bs. Each of the htimanities professional

notice of nonacademic jobs in their em-

additional publications will also prove

"English Arid the Foreign Languages: Employment and the
Profession," available from the Modern Language Association;

"A Guide for Job Candidates and Department Chairmen in
English and the.Foreign Languages," available from the
Modern Language'Association;

"Non-Teaching Jobs for Historians," available from the
Organization of American Historians;

"Non-AcademitCareers for HiStorians," available from the.
New York State Education Department.

How-to Hints' ,
N

"A Guide to Career Alternatives for Academics" by-Zambrano and Entine

is available through Change Magazine (NBW Tower, New Rochelle, New York

10801). This guide contains lists of books for job hunters, lists of direc-
,

.

tories arid addresses of nonacademic associations. It also includes samples

of the functional resume.

What Color Is Your Parachute: A Practical Manual for Job-Hunters and

Caree4-Changers by Richard Nelson Bolles (Ten Speed Press, 1972) is a classic

in ..its field and is a complete how-to guide.

Associations

. Employment Crisis Comlittee is organized to spur the American Historical

Atsociation and the Organization of American Historians to take Action on

'employment issues.' The,ECC publishes a.newsletter available from Karl von

Loewe,, Editor., E3 COurtlandt, New'BrunsWick, New,Jervy008901.1

The AsSociation for the Full Employment of'Doctorates,Ars. Delina

Halushka, 446 4th.Street4t7anta Monica, California
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